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Abstract In the past years, a number of theories have been published to elucidate the structure 
of liquid water.

Common to most of these theories is 놘lat water mainly consist of several different kinds of 
clusters and also hydrogen bonds in water may be bent to some degree. Recently, in a series of 
paper, Jhon and Eyring successfully explained thermodynamic, dielectric, surface and transport pro
perties of water, assuming that it contains small domains of about 46 molecules.

According to the theory, 나le cluster size does not change with temperature, but the cluster con
centration changes. In this paper, the potential energy of the domain has been calculated by means 
of 반Lippincott-Schroeder empirical potential function for the hydrogen bond, the dispersion 
energy and dipole-dipole interaction terms.

The calculated results 나)ow that the domain of nearly 46 molecules is energetically most probable, 
and its size is independent of temperature. And also, we evaluated the effect of angle variation of 
the bent hydrogen bond.

In addition, the relaxation energy difference for ice and water is also explained by this method.

Introduction

According to previous findings by infra-red 
or X-ray spectroscopy1^3 the structure of ice 
and vapor have been known as described in the 
following,

"McGill University, Canada

Ice is known to form a tetrahedral arrange
ment1*2 of H2O molecules in which the4 leng
th between nearest molecules is 2.767 A and 
the HOH angle is praclically the same as the 
tetr사ledral angle. On the other hand, 사此 HOH 
angle for vapor molecules is close to 104.5°5

However, to elucidate the structure of liquid 
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water, and to explain the abnormal properties 
of the water, a number of models have been 
proposed without complete success in the past 
year6-11

Common to most of these theories is the assum
ption that water mai시y consists of a variety 
of different kinds of clusters8"9*10*11 and also 
hydrogen bonds in water may be bent to some 
degree6

Recently, in a series of papers, Jhon and 
Eyring successfully explained thermodynamic, 
dielectric, surface and transport properties of 
water, assuming that liquid water is mainly 
made up of small domains of about 46 mole
cules.

According to the theory, the cluster size does 
not appreciably change with temperature, but 
the cluster concentration changes. la this paper, 
we calculated the potential energy of the do
main by means of the Lippincott-Schroeder em
pirical potential function for the hydrogen bond12 
the dispersion energy and dipole-dipole inter
action terms.

The calculated resets indicate that the do
main of nearly 46 moledules is energetically most 
probable, and its size is independent of temper
ature. And we also calculated the effect of 
angle variation of a bent hydrogen bond.

A few alternative attempts to obtain the clus
ter of water molecules has been reported13*15

Calculation Scheme

As discussed previ이isly, the HOH angle for 
the vapor is 104.5°, while the H…。…H angle 
is 110-120° from the quantum mechanical cal
culation13*14

The angle HOH for ice is retained as tetra
hedral. However, upon melting of ice, water is 
assumed to have the bent-hydrogen bond keeping 

the 0-0 distance rather smaller then 2. 767A in. 
ice.

Now, suppose that the shape of the water 
m사ecule is a sphere for simplicity and consider 
the interaction energy between the specified 
water molecule and the surrounding water 
molecules.

The hydrogen bonding energy can be calcu
lated only for the nearest neighbor interaction 
since this may be treated as a short range force* 
However, we have to consider both the disper
sion force and the dipole-dipole interation to be 
long range force.

To evaluate the hydrogen bonding energy, 
the following potential function developed by 
Lippincott-Schroeder12 is used.

Vhb=Z>（1—exp （—n（r~rd）2/2r）｝ —/）* 
exp｛—r°）2/2（&—广）｝

+끄豹T若）1

exp ｛—7Z*（死一广一尸o*）2/2（R）—r）｝
exp（-依）一・志（寶）exp（-6死）

SpM） exp（一编） （1>

Here r is the intemuclear distance of the O-H 
bond, e the corresponding equilibrium value in 
the absence of a hydrogen bond, D the disso
ciation energy of the O-H bond, and n a para
meter, r*, r0*, D*, and n* having the same 
significance in relation to the H…O bond, R is 
the intemuclear distance, Ro is the correspon
ding equilibrium distance, and m and b are 
parameters.

These values are summarized in Table I. In

Table I. Constants for the hydrogen bonding
O-H …O

Dt Kcal/mole 118.0 Tot A 0 97
D* Kcal/mole 81.3 对，A 0.97
nlO'8, cm-1 9.18 10'8b, cm"1 4.80
nlO'8, cm"' 13. 32 m 6.0
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this paper, the relation 尸=r()=广*=也* is assu
med. The second term to represent the disper
sion interaction for an isolated pair of polar 
molecules is represented by

卩”尸삐侈)-2(끠6-一条 (2)

In eq. (2), the dipole-dipole interaction energy 
in addition to the Lennard-Jones potential 
is included. Here Uo, dissociation energy of the 
water molecules is taken as 0. 332 Kcal/mole16 
and dip시e moment of water molecules
as 1. 834 D: rf and 驾 is the distance between 
interacting molecules and its equilibrium dis
tance respectfully. And g=2 cos 0a cos 仇一sii畝 

sin 0b cos (由，一如)"is a function of the 
angles 0a and 0b formed by the a and b dipoles 
with the line joining their centres when the di
poles line in the same plane, and the angle 6b~ 
0a between the planes passing through the line 
joining the centres of the dipoles and their axis 
(See Appendix II).

First of all, the coordinates of each molecules 
must be known and the calculation scheme can 
be described in Appendix I.

Now, we can classify the groups in which 
each molecules have the same distance from the 
centered molecule as follows 1一4一12—12—— 
12一24—16—12  In eq.. (2), if we consider 
all sums to the all molecules belong to the 
same group, the total interaction energy can be 
evaluated resp actively.

写미(导)吃 2(粉 苓倒 (3)

here S indicate the sum to the all molecules 
to the i th group, and g订 can be evaluated as 
shown in Appendix H. Hence, the total poten
tial energy to the Nth group from the centered 
molecule will be given by Eqs. (1) and (3)

VH.B+SnD (4)

In eq. (3), the value of S g订 for ice is zero 
as pointed out in Appendix I and each value 
is equal for different jt while those values for 
water have slight deferent values.

Calculation and Result

For ice structure, S g订 becomes zero as

Table II. Potential energies in ice, Kcal/mole

Group order No. of molecule 
in a group relative6 distance 腿

1 4 1. 0000 一 1. 32682 一14. 22137
2 12 1.6330 -0.40251 -14.62388
3 12 1.9149 -0.15737 -14.78125
4 6 2.3094 -0. 02574 -14.80699
5 12 2. 5166 -0. 03079 -14.83778
6 24 2.8284 -0. 03058 -14.86836
7 16 3.0000 -0. 01432 -14.88268
8 12 3. 2660 -0.00645 -14.88913
9 24 3.4157 -0. 00987 一14. 89900

10 12 3. 7859 -0. 00266 一14.90166
11 12 4.1231 -0.00159 -13.90325

a) in eq. (4), 4Vh*b= —12.8945
b) relative distance=distance/distance of nearest neighbor. The distance of nearest neighbor is 2,767 A
c) by eq. (3)
d) by eq. (4)
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previously pointed out. And, the value of 
Vi.D is negative, and the contribution of Vv.d is 
negligibly small as N becomes large.

Hence, for various N, the value in Eq. (4) 
indicate no minimum point or no converging trend 
This resultts up to the values of N=ll are 
summarized in Table IL

However, for liquid water, we obtained the 

minimum point on the potential energy curve 
upon varying the angle value of 0=匕/3—/了， 

Here, 匕任=专<0〈旧=3"104・5。and

牛咤• Z O< >109.46°
2 -H-0

In this calculation, the distance between 
nearest neighbor for liquid water is assumed

Table III. Potential energies in liquid water by ange variation, Kcal/mole

4
Group order

4.7
-15. 0066

5.2
-15.1803

5.6
-15. 3071

Vn Vv-d 竜 V'VD Vn

1 -1. 3191 -16.3257 一 L 1728 -16.3532 -1. 0519 -16. 3590
2 -0.4665 -16.7922 -0.4351 -16. 7882 -0.4081 -16. 7671
3 -0.1467 一 16. 9389 一 0.1595 -16.9477 -0.1695 -16.9366
4 -0. 0085 -16. 9474 -0.0300 -16.9777 -0. 0476 -16.9843
5 -0. 0264 一16.9738 --0.0096 —16.9873 0. 0045 -16.9798
6 -0. 0033 -16. 9770 0. 0183 一 16.9691 0. 0365 ~16.9432
7 0. 0148 — 16.9622 0.0117 一16.9573 0. 0095 -16.9338
8 0.0067 -16.9555 0. 0146 一16.9428 0.0213 ~16- 9124
9 0. 0218 -16. 9337 0.0315 -16. 9113 0. 0400 -16.8724

10 0. 0092 一16. 9245 0. 0173 一16.8940 0. 0241 -16. 8483
11 0. 0087 -16. 9157 0.0139 -16.8801 0. 0184 一 16. 8299

a) by eq. (4)

Table IV. Minimum potential energies in liquid water by angle variation, Kcal/mole

Angle 0 Distance® (A) Molar Volume6 (cc) Domain Size

3.10 2.7054 18.36 147 -16. 8567
3.30 2. 7014 18.28 147 一16.8769
3. 50 2.6974 18. 20 71 一16.9006
4. 00 2.6874 17.99 71 一16.9475
4.50 2.6774 17.80 71 -16.9732
4. 70 2.6734 17.72 71 一 16. 9770
4.90 2.6694 17.64 47 一16.9821
5.10 2.6654 17.56 47 -16.9866
5.20 2.6634 17.52 47 -16.9873
5.40 2.6594 17.44 47 一 16.9843
5.60 2. 6554 17.36 35 -16.9736
6.00 2. 6474 17.20 35 一16.8946
6.80 2. 6314 16.89 35 -16. 9946
8.00 2.6074 16.44 35 -16. 6060

a. by eq. (5)
b. assumed the tetrahedral structure
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to be decreased as r=2.767 — 0.02 A, here 
2.76混 is that for ice structure.

According to the calculation of upon vary
ing the 0 value, the Allowing minimum range 
is obtained; N=ll up to。=3. 3°, N=6 up to 
5=4.7° 】V=5 up to 0=5.4°, and N=4 beyond 
涉=5.4°.

In Table III, we listed the potential energies 
in liquid water domain by angle variation 0 for 
each group respectively.

In Table IV, only minimum values for speci
fied N up to N=ll is shown.

Discussion

Judging from Table II and Table IV, one 
can see the structure difference between ice and 
liquid water. Ice is supposed to extend to have 
the infinite tetrahedral structure, while water 
has the probable domain size ranging from 71 
to 35. Among them, the domain size of 47 
molecules is the most favorable energetically.

It is very interesting to know that the estima
ted molar volume for liquid water by simple 
calculation is 17. 5 ml/mole. In the past, many 
authors tried to explain the abnormal properties 
of water assuming that water is consist of a 
several sizes of clusters (or domain). Some au
thors assumed that the size of the clu 마er is 
dependent upon temperature10.

However, according to the calculated result 
in this paper, the size of 47 molecular domain 
is most energeticaly probable and is independent 
of temperature. This fact support the previous 
finding by Jhon and Eyring9.

Appendix I

Directions of the dipole moment of the mole
cules in ice structure tend to be parallel and 
the molecules are held together in a tetrahedral 
arrangement. However, the directions of dipole 
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moments in liquid water is a little deviated 
from the parallel trends.

Here, we will show how to obtain the coor
dinates of each molecules, both the distance and 
the angles between molecules. For ice, the direc
tion of the water dipole is taken to be parallel 
along Z axis; i. e; perpendicular to XY plane, 
and the hydrogen bonding with the nearest 
neighbors is also taken to be perpendicular to 
X axis or Y axis.

Now if we represent the bondings to nearest 
neighbors from the centered molecule as vector, 

> —»
we have two class of vectors u and v • i. e. 
■ > ■ ►
u or v is defined as the vector perpendicular 

/H…。
to the Y axis or X axis for O< plane.

、H…O 
，» -—>

Then, four each vectors for u and v will be 
given as

.
sl
一°'

0'

(

(

(

(

 

一
一=

-

-

a) -°CA

担i=(0, sin。，cosa) 
—►
此=(0, ~ sina, cosa)
”3= (sing, 0, — cos/3) (A-2)
* >
%=(—sin/3, 0, — cos$) 

here O-H*"O distance is taken as unity, a, 
and g are previously defined.

For ice, (109.46°)

Now, we classify the groups in which mole
cule is in a same distance from the centred 
molecule, and express the coordinate of the 
molecule by the vector notation in (A-l) and 
(A-2).
The followings are some examples.

Group 2,

Group 5,

疝+云(闯

ttl + fi + Mi ( J
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Group 7,约+巧+吻+处+约(3) (A-3)
Group 10,必+ui+z々+s+zn (/賢)

here the values in ( ) is the distance [from
the centered molecule.

For liquid water, 志(104.5°) and g〉* 
厶 ii

(109. 46°). Since the dipole directions between 
nearest neighbors are not parallel eash other, 
we have to introduce the rotors to get the coor
dinates of the molecules.
The followings are some examples

Group 5,旳+&1巧+&3&侈 1 QRiR^Rx) (A-4)

Group 10, ux + Rxvi+RHS+R1R3R1 히 3

+QRxRxRiRsR^

here

/cos 0, 0, —sin0 \ 
珞=I 0, 1. 0 j

\ sin 0, 0, cos 0 /

I cos。，0, sin：5 \ 
*2= 0, 1, 0

\ — sin 0t 0, cos 0 /

_ / 1, 0, 0, \
"l I 0, cos 6, —sin 6 j

\ 0, sin 如 cos 0 I etc, 

and third row value in ( )in (A-4) Jexpress
the dipole direction.

Figure 1. Original coordinate system. The coordi
nate system indexing 2 is taken to be 
pararell to coordinate system indexing 1 
at (ru L, S)

Figure 2. Transformed coordinate system. The 
coordinate system indexing b is taken to 
be pararell to system a and the each 
Z-component is in same line.

and 

cos^6=sinsin&2 cos(^~^2)+coscos02 
sin 0], sin 饥=sin。] cos魚一cos 务 sin O2 cos 
(0i—82) sin0b cos饥=—sin% sin (缶一饱)

Appendix II

In Fig. 1, the relation between the centered 
molecule (A) and the neighbor molecule (B) 
having separated distance r from A is shown.

If we transform this coordinate the new one 
in Fig. 2, one can calculate the values of g订 

(12) in Eq. (3).
Then,

如=들 (AT)
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